Analysis of Data from Experimental qPCR Systems with RKWard
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Introduction

Real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) is a well established method for the
precise quantification of nucleic acids. However, there is an ongoing
development of novel device concepts for qPCRs, hybridization and
melting curve analysis. This includes lab-on-chip systems or the recently
published microbead-based VideoScan platform [1]. Besides dedicated
hardware an easy to use sofware for data analysis is also a requirement
during developmental processes. Experimental instruments usually collect
data of diferent formats and quality. Analysis sofware must therefore be
able to preprocess data of diferent origins. Preprocessing includes data
import, removal of missing values, selection of data ranges, outlier
removal, detection of background signal, data transformation and
smoothing /normalization of data. Subsequently, the sofware must be able
to analyze and quantify both, the amplification and melting curve data. To
automate this process we developed a set of plugins for the open source
sofware RKWard [1].

Methods

Data from qPCR experiments were taken from the recently published
VideoScan platform [1] or the qpcR package [4]. All data were exported as
CSV and imported to RKWard for further processing. RKWard is a GUI
(Graphical User Interface) and an Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) for statistical analysis with R. Statistical procedures and plots were
implemented using the easy to extend RKWard plugin architecture based
on ECMAScript, XML, and R [2,3] (Fig. 1). The sofware is licensed under
the terms of the GNU General Public License Version 2 (or later). Plugins
presented here rely on the excellent qpcR package [4] for qPCR
quantification, algorithms from the MBmca package [5] for melting curve
analysis and auxiliary R packages for hybridization assays. The plugins are
enhanced by a set of functions from the stats and robustbase packages for
data preprocessing (Fig. 2).

Results

RKWard is a GUI and an IDE for statistical analysis with R which provides tools to manage and edit diferent types of data objects. Statistical
procedures and plots were implemented using the easily extendable RKWard plugin architecture based on ECMAScript, XML, and R [2]. The plugins
are enhanced by a set of functions for data preprocessing. The data are processed interactively as defined by the user (Fig. 2). A simple algorithm for the
detection of the background range was implemented for qPCR analysis (Fig. 3). The RKWard-qPCR-plugin can be used to impute missing values and to
perform a simple background correction by robust linear regression (Fig. 4).

Fig. 1 Plugin structure of RKWard.
Plugins provide complete GUI dialogs, or reusable GUI components, which accept user
setings and translate those user setings into
R. Thus, the plugin framework is basically a
tool set used to define GUIs for the
automatic generation of R code. One or more
plugins are declared in an XML file called
“plugin map” with an unique identifier. For
most plugins, the plugin map defines the
placement in the menu hierarchy. Plugin
maps are meant to represent groups of
plugins. Each plugin is defined by two XML
files, and one ECMAScript file. The
ECMAScript file contains R code which calls
functions from further packages qpcR [4].

Fig. 2 Graphical user interface and
output of results. (Top) Screen shot of the
graphical user to set parameters (e.g.,
trimming of data, calculation of background).
The RKWard-qPCR-plugin provides default
values which support the user during data
analysis. The plugin was successfully tested
with data sets of the qpcR package and data
from the VideoScan platform. (Botom) The
output of the plugin based on HTML
()including tables, parameters, etc.) and
images (SVG, PNG or JPEG) as journal
format. The HTML output can be directly
retrieved from a dedicated folder or pasted
into ofice applications as richly formated
text. In addition editing R objects of type
data.frame (e. g., smoothed data, output of
qPCR analysis) generated from the plugins is
possible in RKWard.

Fig. 3 Detection of background range in
qPCR amplification data of MLC-2v. The
algorithm (bg.max()) is based on the
assumption that the signal diference of
successive cycles in the linear ground phase
is approximately constant. Afer transition in
the early exponential phase the ∆MFI
changes drastically. First data are smoothed
by Friedman's ‘super smoother’. Thereof the
approximate 1st (FD) and 2nd (FD2) derivative
are calculated. The diference of cycles at the
maxima of the 1st and 2nd approximate
derivative and a correction factor are used to
estimate the range before the exponential
phase. This simple function reliable finds the
background range without modeling the
function.

Fig. 4 Preprocessing and analysis of
experimental data. (a) Raw data from a
VideoScan qPCR experiment. Fragments of
human genes (HRPT1, MLC-2v, VIM) were
amplified and the fluorescence (refMFI) per
cycle determined on the surface of
microbeads
using
an
experimental
micorbead-based qPCR system (not shown).
The experiment contained data of nonamplified products (-●-), data with diferent
background (-●-, -●-), noise and missing
values (NA) (-●-). The approximately linear
decrease of refMFI values was due to
photobleaching of the fluorescence dyes. (b)
Data were smoothed and missing values
were imputed. The background, diferent
slopes and noise is eliminated by robust
linear regression. The normalized curves
(normed refMFI) are visually easer to
compare.

Discussion and Conclusion

Novel technologies provide scientist with a high degree of freedom to adapt a system to specific requirements. RKWard provides all tools of R for an
interactive data analysis and presentation, a dedicated output file and an output window for documenting results and figures. RKWard does not impose
artificial limitations on how users can work with the application. For example, the user is not limited to using only one data.frame or one model at a
time. The sofware aims to accelerate the development process and to enable easier collaboration between colleagues in the hardware and wetware
disciplines. The plugins presented here are currently in beta stage and available upon request. In future the plugins will be provided for downloading as
contributed “plugin Packs".
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